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2022 ACEC NATIONAL CONVENTION
Confirms GPU-Accelerated Cloud Provider
Can Help AEC Firms Meet Challenges
IronOrbit’s GPU-Based Cloud Services Deliver Superior Performance and Collaboration
Friday, June 3rd, 2022 - Anaheim Hills, CA - IronOrbit, a specialized Cloud Service Leader providing
GPU-Accelerated Hosted Desktops, has just exhibited at the annual ACEC National Convention & Legislative Summit from
May 22-25 in Washington, D.C.
The ACEC National Convention provides networking between member firms, industry leaders, and technology providers.
Deepening this connection between these groups is essential to overcome the challenges in 2022 and beyond. With hybrid
workforces becoming the norm, one of the most pressing topics was the challenges of adapting to a hybrid work
environment.
• Latency & limited bandwidth negatively impact user experience and impede productivity
• Mounting costs of on-premises hardware, as well as reduced scalability & modularity
• Need for multiple solutions to address collaboration, cybersecurity, and all IT needs
• Compelling need for digital transformation and future-proof solutions

The future of the AEC industry is all about communication and collaboration. Many visitors expressed keen interest in
solutions that can help project teams be effective under any circumstances, regardless of the work environment. IronOrbit
offers comprehensive ICT solutions that deliver robust communication and collaboration tools. Their turnkey Managed DaaS
INFINITY Workspaces offer enhanced user experience, scalability, and security within a budget-friendly pricing model.
“What was an afterthought in the minds of IT leaders is now on the forefront,” said Kamron Naderkhani— Marketing Manager.
"We see the adoption of cloud-first strategies by AEC firms across the country. Firms realize that moving to the cloud is
necessary for their digital transformation. IronOrbit’s subject matter experts coupled with our GPU-Accelerated INFINTY
Workspaces are a perfect catalyst for starting this journey.”

The American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC) is the business
association of the nation’s engineering industry. Founded in 1909, ACEC is a
national federation of 52 state and regional organizations representing more
than 5,500 engineering firms and 600,000+ engineers, surveyors, architects,
and other specialists nationwide. ACEC member firms drive the design of
America’s infrastructure and built environment.

IronOrbit, a specialized cloud service leader, focuses on planning, deploying, and fueling digital transformations across
multiple industries. The company innovates, develops, and produces comprehensive technology solutions addressing
modern businesses’ biggest IT-related challenges. Learn more at https://www.ironorbit.com/case-studies/
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